DTM Emergency Tracking Tool (ETT) is deployed to track and provide up-to-date information on sudden displacement and other population movements.

New IDP arrivals recorded during the period:

- **LGA: Askira/Uba**
  - Trigger: Improved security
  - 100 individuals (INDs) arrived at Askira/Uba and 21 INDs left Askira/Uba during the reporting period. These include 68 INDs who arrived from neighbouring villages, 17 INDs who arrived from Michika, Hong and Girei LGAs of Adamawa State, and 9 INDs who left Askira/Uba for Ngala LGA.

- **LGA: Bama**
  - Trigger: Poor living conditions
  - 78 INDs arrived at Bama during the reporting period. These include 66 INDs who arrived at Banki Camp from Kolofata in Cameroon, 8 INDs who arrived at General Hospital Camp from Jere LGA and 4 INDs who arrived at the Camp from Mubi North in Adamawa State.

- **LGA: Chibok**
  - Trigger: Voluntary relocation
  - 9 INDs voluntarily returned to their habitual residence at Korongilim ward of Chibok LGA from Bla Hikama in Wuntaku ward of Chibok LGA.

- **LGA: Damboa**
  - Trigger: Voluntary relocation
  - 14 INDs arrived at Damboa during the reporting period. These include 8 INDs who arrived at Damboa Central from Jere LGA and 6 INDs who arrived at Abori Camp from Man Guzum in Ajijn ward of Damboa LGA.

- **LGA: Dikwa**
  - Trigger: Voluntary relocation
  - Military operations
  - 24 INDs arrived at Housing Estate Dikwa during the reporting period. These include 14 INDs who arrived at the Camp from Gulumba ward of Bama LGA and 10 INDs who arrived from neighbouring villages in Dikwa.

- **LGA: Gwoza**
  - Trigger: Poor living conditions
  - 724 INDs arrived at Gwoza during the reporting period. These include 151 INDs who arrived at Wege Arrival Centre from Bama LGA, 191 INDs (returnees) who arrived at Gadamayo from Mubi South in Adamawa State, 109 INDs (returnees) who arrived at Hausari community from Jere LGA, 110 INDs (returnees) who arrived at Hausari community from Mubi South in Adamawa State and 42 INDs (returnees) who arrived at Bulabulin Gwoza from Jere LGA.

22 INDs arrived at Kaga and 7 INDs left Kaga during the reporting period. These include 17 INDs who arrived at NRC Camp from Ngalamari in konduga LGA, 5 INDs who arrived at Government Secondary School (GSS) Benisheikha from Ngalamari in konduga LGA and 7 INDs who left NRC Camp for Mainok community in Kaga.

61 INDs arrived at Rann IDP Site in Kala Balge during the reporting period. These include 55 INDs who arrived from Ngala LGA and 6 INDs who arrived from Sabha village in Jarawa ward of Kala Balge.

20 INDs arrived at Boarding Primary School Camp konduga from Gambara village in Kelumiri ward of konduga LGA due to a recent attack in Gambara.

49 INDs arrived at Kukawa town during the reporting period. These include 25 INDs who arrived from nearby villages in Kukawa, 14 INDs who arrived from Maiduguri M.C. LGA and 10 INDs who arrived from Wudil LGA in Kano State.

15 INDs arrived at Mafa Primary School Camp from Gucheleiri village in Mafa.

34 INDs arrived at International School Camp Ngala from neighbouring wards in Ngala during the reporting period. These include 23 INDs who arrived at the camp from Wulgo ward, 8 INDs who arrived from Ndufu ward and 3 INDs who arrived from Ngala ward of Ngala LGA.

17 INDs voluntarily returned to their original location of residence at Nyibagol community in Madagali ward of Madagali LGA from Babel ward of Madagali LGA.

21 INDs (returnees) arrived at Michika town from Jigalambu ward of Michika.

The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names, and related data shown on maps and included in this report are not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any territory, or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by IOM.